
 

 

 

 

 

 

If there is interest from the Club Membership

Championship Qualifier on Sunday July 24

A minimum of 5 Club Members will need to enter in order for the event to transpire. 

If you are interested in entering 

Gary Eake, Email ge@gebroker.com

For a qualifier, the entry fee is $110. For every 5 players, there is 1 qualifier.
 
For each group of 5 players, the organizer sends to the USBA $350 ($300 entry fee 
for the qualifier and $10 per player for the USBA sanction fee). 
 
The remaining $200 is used at the discretion of the
travel expenses, toward the entry fee of a second player, or to
expenses).  
 
Example, with 10 players, there are 2 qualifiers. The organizer sends
USBA ($600 for the entry fees for the 2 qualifiers plus $100 for sanction fees of $10
per player). The remaining $300 is used by the organizer. 
 
The organizer of each qualifier will
length of games, as well as the dress code. It is
25 points. 

 

To M3CBC Members 

the Club Membership M3CBC will hold a USBA National 

onship Qualifier on Sunday July 24th, 2022 at the Club.  

A minimum of 5 Club Members will need to enter in order for the event to transpire. 

If you are interested in entering reply immediately.  

ge@gebroker.com or Text or Call 920.420.1304 

 

Qualifier Format: 
 

For a qualifier, the entry fee is $110. For every 5 players, there is 1 qualifier.

For each group of 5 players, the organizer sends to the USBA $350 ($300 entry fee 
$10 per player for the USBA sanction fee).  

The remaining $200 is used at the discretion of the organizer (as prize money, for 
the entry fee of a second player, or to offset costs and 

Example, with 10 players, there are 2 qualifiers. The organizer sends $700 to the 
USBA ($600 for the entry fees for the 2 qualifiers plus $100 for sanction fees of $10

remaining $300 is used by the organizer.  

The organizer of each qualifier will determine the tournament format, including the 
length of games, as well as the dress code. It is recommended that games be at least 

 

M3CBC will hold a USBA National 

A minimum of 5 Club Members will need to enter in order for the event to transpire.  

For a qualifier, the entry fee is $110. For every 5 players, there is 1 qualifier. 

For each group of 5 players, the organizer sends to the USBA $350 ($300 entry fee 

organizer (as prize money, for 
offset costs and 

$700 to the 
USBA ($600 for the entry fees for the 2 qualifiers plus $100 for sanction fees of $10 

determine the tournament format, including the 
recommended that games be at least 


